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Those Winter Sundays 

By Robert Hayden 

Sundays too my father got up early 
and put his clothes on in the blueblack cold, 
then with cracked hands that ached 
from labor in the weekday weather made 
banked fires blaze. No one ever thanked him. 
 
I’d wake and hear the cold splintering, breaking. 
When the rooms were warm, he’d call, 
and slowly I would rise and dress, 
fearing the chronic angers of that house, 
 
Speaking indifferently to him, 
who had driven out the cold 
and polished my good shoes as well. 
What did I know, what did I know 
of love’s austere and lonely offices? 
 

 

Frederick Douglass 

By Robert Hayden 

When it is finally ours, this freedom, this liberty, this beautiful 
and terrible thing, needful to man as air,    
usable as earth; when it belongs at last to all,    
when it is truly instinct, brain matter, diastole, systole,    
reflex action; when it is finally won; when it is more    
than the gaudy mumbo jumbo of politicians:    
this man, this Douglass, this former slave, this Negro    
beaten to his knees, exiled, visioning a world    
where none is lonely, none hunted, alien,    
this man, superb in love and logic, this man    
shall be remembered. Oh, not with statues’ rhetoric,    
not with legends and poems and wreaths of bronze alone, 
but with the lives grown out of his life, the lives    
fleshing his dream of the beautiful, needful thing. 
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Sonnet 130: My Mistress' Eyes Are Nothing Like the Sun 
 
By William Shakespeare 
 
My mistress' eyes are nothing like the sun; 
Coral is far more red than her lips' red; 
If snow be white, why then her breasts are dun; 
If hairs be wires, black wires grow on her head. 
I have seen roses damasked, red and white, 
But no such roses see I in her cheeks; 
And in some perfumes is there more delight 
Than in the breath that from my mistress reeks. 
I love to hear her speak, yet well I know 
That music hath a far more pleasing sound; 
I grant I never saw a goddess go; 
My mistress, when she walks, treads on the ground. 
   And yet, by heaven, I think my love as rare 
   As any she belied with false compare. 
 
 
 
Sonnets from the Portuguese 43: How Do I Love Thee? Let Me  
   Count the Ways 
 
By Elizabeth Barrett Browning 
 
How do I love thee? Let me count the ways. 
I love thee to the depth and breadth and height 
My soul can reach, when feeling out of sight 
For the ends of being and ideal grace. 
I love thee to the level of every day’s 
Most quiet need, by sun and candle-light. 
I love thee freely, as men strive for right; 
I love thee purely, as they turn from praise. 
I love thee with the passion put to use 
In my old griefs, and with my childhood’s faith. 
I love thee with a love I seemed to lose 
With my lost saints. I love thee with the breath, 
Smiles, tears, of all my life; and, if God choose, 
I shall but love thee better after death. 
 
 
 



 
What Lips My Lips Have Kissed, And Where, And Why 
 
By Edna St. Vincent Millay 
 
What lips my lips have kissed, and where, and why, 
I have forgotten, and what arms have lain 
Under my head till morning; but the rain 
Is full of ghosts tonight, that tap and sigh 
Upon the glass and listen for reply, 
And in my heart there stirs a quiet pain 
For unremembered lads that not again 
Will turn to me at midnight with a cry. 
 
Thus in the winter stands the lonely tree, 
Nor knows what birds have vanished one by one, 
Yet knows its boughs more silent than before: 
I cannot say what loves have come and gone, 
I only know that summer sang in me 
A little while, that in me sings no more. 
 
 
 
America 
 
By Claude McKay 
 
Although she feeds me bread of bitterness, 
And sinks into my throat her tiger’s tooth, 
Stealing my breath of life, I will confess 
I love this cultured hell that tests my youth. 
Her vigor flows like tides into my blood, 
Giving me strength erect against her hate, 
Her bigness sweeps my being like a flood. 
Yet, as a rebel fronts a king in state, 
I stand within her walls with not a shred 
Of terror, malice, not a word of jeer. 
Darkly I gaze into the days ahead, 
And see her might and granite wonders there, 
Beneath the touch of Time’s unerring hand, 
Like priceless treasures sinking in the sand. 
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When I Heard the Learn’d Astronomer 

By Walt Whitman 

When I heard the learn’d astronomer, 
When the proofs, the figures, were ranged in columns before me, 
When I was shown the charts and diagrams, to add, divide, and measure them, 
When I sitting heard the astronomer where he lectured with much applause in the  
 lecture-room, 
How soon unaccountable I became tired and sick, 
Till rising and gliding out I wander’d off by myself, 
In the mystical moist night-air, and from time to time, 
Look’d up in perfect silence at the stars. 
 
 
 
Not Waving but Drowning 
 
By Stevie Smith 
 
Nobody heard him, the dead man,    
But still he lay moaning: 
I was much further out than you thought    
And not waving but drowning. 
 
Poor chap, he always loved larking 
And now he’s dead 
It must have been too cold for him his heart gave way,    
They said. 
 
Oh, no no no, it was too cold always    
(Still the dead one lay moaning)    
I was much too far out all my life    
And not waving but drowning. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
The Language 
 
By Robert Creeley 
 
Locate I  
love you some-  
where in  
 
teeth and    
eyes, bite    
it but  
 
take care not    
to hurt, you    
want so  
 
much so    
little. Words    
say everything.  
 
I  
love you 
again,  
 
then what    
is emptiness    
for. To  
 
fill, fill.  
I heard words    
and words full  
 
of holes    
aching. Speech    
is a mouth. 
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This Is Just To Say 
 
By William Carlos Williams 
 
I have eaten 
the plums 
that were in 
the icebox 
 
and which 
you were probably 
saving 
for breakfast 
 
Forgive me 
they were delicious 
so sweet 
and so cold 
 
 
 
The Act     
 
By William Carlos Williams 
 
There were the roses, in the rain. 

Don’t cut them, I pleaded.  

They won’t last, she said.  

But they’re so beautiful  

where they are.  

Agh, we were all beautiful once, she said,  

and cut them and gave them to me  
in my hand. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
The Great Figure 
 
By William Carlos Williams 
 
Among the rain 
and lights 
I saw the figure 5 
in gold 
on a red 
firetruck 
moving 
tense 
unheeded 
to gong clangs 
siren howls 
and wheels rumbling 
through the dark city. 
 
 
A Sort Of A Song 
 
By William Carlos Williams 
 
Let the snake wait under 
his weed 
and the writing 
be of words, slow and quick, sharp 
to strike, quiet to wait, 
sleepless. 
— through metaphor to reconcile 
the people and the stones. 
Compose. (No ideas 
but in things) Invent! 
Saxifrage is my flower that splits 
the rocks. 


